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Divorce : Should marriage be defined as a “life-long union”? 

 

1. Life-long union is a goal but in practice it fails in some cases, for very good reasons.  We 

already accept divorced people so although we encourage the goal, accept that we may 

sometimes fail and let us accept the people thereafter.   

2. Should be an aim not a definition – we don’t end up where we started! We change.  Some 

things like love and trust stay the same.  Jesus was happy to be in the presence of a (whore?) 

who are we??  

3. Ideally marriage should be seen as  life-long; it is a nonsense to think it anything else.    

4. SCRIPTURE  Jesus ‘seemed flexible’ he accepted that sometimes a life-long commitment 

might break down (human frailty.)  REASON: Human frailty (in all forms) unreasonable to 

expect them to stay together no matter what.  TRADITION:  OK to marry again after death 

but not for divorce – even if marriage was life-threatening.  OUR EXPERIENCE Communities 

now fragmented – more difficult to support a couple or spot a person who’s relationship 

(ed?) break down.    

5. The couple should be able to marry in church. 

6. Pastoral:  Remarriage after nasty divorce often leads to a rebirth of those involved, with 

renewal of God’s peace.  More mature choices might correct unfortunate youthful choices.  

(SCRIPTURE Until death.   REASON:  At the point of entering the marriage, there should the 

intention  if the people change does the “union”  change?  Eg Alzheimer’s’ etc.   TRADITION:   

Contradictory.  Always exceptions.  OUR EXPERIENCE Perhaps a different case if it was the 5th 

time Our Experience sincerity.  

7. Marriage should be intended to be permanent but situations can arise where marriage 

becomes intolerable and both the law and the church should recognise this.  After a divorce 

the church should be willing to agree to marry a couple who have no met another partner.  

8. Judge not so you be not judged.  Ideally marriage would be lifelong but this is not always 

possible.  Support should be given to people with relationship difficulties.  ( SCRIPTURE John 

chapter 4 – Jesus and the woman at the well.) 

9. Revisit the vows so that they are consistent with the reality of divorce/separation in some 

circumstances.  ( SCRIPTURE  The scriptural prerogative is love and justice r.t. holding people 

to the promise/vow made.  REASON:  Intent of marriage is life-long but reality dictates it 

won’t always work.  A solemn declaration of intent would be much better than an binding 

commitment.   TRADITION:   Following past (ed?) the church has found that divorce is 

actually the loving and best thing in some circumstances.  Church as effectively done it’s 

homework on this and (?) to scriptural teaching.  OUR EXPERIENCE Abusive unfulfilling 

relationships should be terminable.)  

10. Depends on why left – abuse etc.  Is reconciliation possible at all?   Need to hear both sides.  

Are they both church members.  Once gone through all possible reasons, answers.  If she’s 

had a terrible time why should she (ed: not?) be happy again?   

11. Depends on circumstances.  Pastoral support offered.  Concern for any children.  
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12. The most visible sign of broken relationships.  We all (?) a scale of the “weight” of different 

“sins”.  Not sure how that is informed.   Need to be aware of the repercussions.  

13. Why did she leave her husband?  Could they be reconciled or had counselling?  Only if there 

is not chance of reconciliation then divorce/marriage could be considered.   Adultery – bible 

based is sin – this needs to be carefully and prayerfully through and discussed with all 

concerned.  

14. SCRIPTURE  Not much re divorce.  REASON:  recognise relationship has ended  TRADITION:  

Cultural.  OUR EXPERIENCE God’s wisdom is for care and pastoral concern.   Has church 

steward “divorced”  legal has to divorce before marriage.  Who are we to stand in 

judgement.    Need a ceremony for letting go,  forgiveness, setting free.  

15. Marriages die and we should be compassionate to one another.  We do not know why this 

particular marriage died.  ‘gospel of the second chance.’   SCRIPTURE  Let the one without 

sin cast the first stone.  

16. Explore breakdown of relationship – who’s been hurt?  Should we try and encourage the 

couple to make their relationship work (in view of the covenantal promises they have 

made/)  Always two sides of a story – what about the husband’s story?  

17. Hopefully a celebration to which all family, friends (?) would be happy to attend.   

SCRIPTURE  Marriage context history huge changes in Bible times and now.   REASON:  

Context of family and church community – pastoral considerations.  Get all involved.   

TRADITION:   Conference (?) to allow (?) of divorcees.   OUR EXPERIENCE We welcome 

divorcees and they are married in Methodist Church.  Happiness 2nd marriages.  

18. It’s about forgiveness.  Divorce should not be seen as a way out – it (ed: marriage?) should 

be a mind set for life.  Consider Divorce sinful and wrong but accept that it happens and 

remarriage as a possibility.  This is not a two minute discussion.   S :  Scripturally in Genesis – 

man and woman joined together and are one and not to be separated.  

19. SCRIPTURE  Bible men allowed to divorce women.   NT – allows for divorce for infidelity.   

REASON:  Abuse.  Mutual agreement.  What is ‘death’  emotional / physical.  (until death do 

us part)   TRADITION:    Europe – need civil ceremony before church blessing.  Church God’s 

blessing.  Civil to blessing.  What man has made –man can separate.   OUR EXPERIENCE 

Pastoral aftermath if both churchgoers – people taking sides 

20. We have all made mistakes.  We have not been consistent up to now – some will remarry 

divorcees others won’t – will we be consistent from now on?  SCRIPTURE “Context of divorce 

and support.  Nature of a loving relationship.  “He bids us build each other up” Wesley’s 

hymns.  OUR EXPERIENCE Don’t need details context of divorce but are you clearly mental 

and emotionally separated from previous relationships and therefore can fully commit to 

the new relationship.  

21. SCRIPTURE  Jesus accepted the woman at the well even though she had had several 

husbands – non-judgemental.    REASON:  The leaving husband & remarrying not a problem 

in its own right as long as this was not a reflection of a totally unstable person who could not 

deal with relationships generally (which could be problem for a church steward.)  OUR 
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EXPERIENCE We are all human and people make mistakes and change.  Some marriages do 

breakdown.  

22. This is very common nowadays.  It is part of life and we have to live with it.  We should not 

shun brothers and sisters who suffer this.  Love one another irrespective.  

23. SCRIPTURE If they are repentant and wish to follow Christian beliefs.  No problem.  If civil 

marriage – Christian blessing.  REASON: As a church we should be forgiving.  TRADITION:   

Christians should and are an accepting and forgiving people.  OUR EXPERIENCE Most 

churches have an acceptance of these situations.  This applies even to minister who have 

been divorced and or remarried.  

24. This very much depends on the circumstances ie physical or mental abuse.  How can God 

expect the abused to stay in a relationship.  Jesus showed God’s compassion & full 

knowledge of the wickedness of the heart when he said that divorce was allowed “because 

of the hardness of your heart” adultery was given as a grounds for divorce.  

25. No condemnation but not condoning.  

26. SCRIPTURE  Divorce in scripture related to social view of marriage that day and age.  

REASON:  Principle issue is pastoral concern of those involved by the wider church.  

TRADITION:   No longer a stigma as it was once.  OUR EXPERIENCE Transformation and new 

beginning.  So many people are divorced nowadays.  

27. SCRIPTURE  That if she remarries while her ex-husband is still alive she is committing 

adultery.  REASON:  No reason for he not to remarry if she’s divorced and in love with 

somebody else.   TRADITION:  in some people’s eyes traditionally it would be better for her 

to marry him than to just live with him.  OUR EXPERIENCE God will have forgiven her for 

getting divorced.  

28. REASON: Discernment over previous issues and have these been resolved. To be pastorally 

supportive.   OUR EXPERIENCE Divorce is not such an issue.  

29. Divorce is a tragedy because hopes have been destroyed.  It take 2 to make a marriage but 

one can break it.  The extended ripples of betrayal.  Marriage should be supported but we 

should not judge breakdown.  Church should uphold marriage but we should not judge 

breakdown.  Church should uphold marriage but show compassion where a marriage has 

broken down irretrievably.  

30. Reaction would be to be cautious – what caused this marital breakdown?  Is there a place 

for reconciliation?  Could the new relationship breakdown for similar reasons?  But also – 

new relationships are welcomed.  What is best for children?  Not our place to be 

judgemental :  church response is one of support for all affected.   SCRIPTURE  Texts do not 

encourage divorce – but should take account of the cultural background.  REASON:   Divorce 

provides a clean break mechanism to allow people to move on from relationships that do 

not work.  TRADITION:   Divorce is (built?) into our tradition.  Catholic Church frowns on 

divorce.  OUR EXPERIENCE We all know cases where divorce allows couples to form new life-

long marriages – but also there are problems – negative impacts on children – so can be a 

“less bad” solution.  
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31. Under the circumstances described if they have genuine understanding of the new 

commitment in the eyes of the church, we would congratulate them.  

32. Is this a familiar pattern?  Has there been a period of time for reflection and healing prior to 

the permanent commitment to another?  Has there been learning and development of own 

self awareness?  Can we offer support to first husband – is he part of the congregation?  Is 

so they therefore need to have a conversation about which congregation they continue to 

worship with.  A complex set of relationships which call for sensitivity and an understanding 

of enabling each person to progress to the benefit of each.  NOT EASY!  

Depends on timescale – each situation discussed – not a hard /fast rule.  SCRIPTURE What 

God has joined together let no man put asunder.  REASON:  Was marriage abusive.  

Sometimes marriage doesn’t work out.  TRADITION:   Appropriate length of time between 

the two marriages.  

33. SCRIPTURE Let no man put asunder!   “Vows and partings”  REASON: Methodist married 

“divorcees”.  TRADITION:   Relax your vows on not.     OUR EXPERIENCE Real issues around 

partings and relationships.  But “truth” can (?) 

34. Lifelong means in intention to commitment but circumstances outwith individuals control 

may mean that one person may wish to uphold their commitment when the other individual 

does not or the marriage is abusive and therefore should a person be ‘shackled’ to a 

marriage?  

35. Enter into partnership with the possibility to get out of it easily.  Awareness of what 

commitment really means and that marriage needs to be ‘worked at.’  Don’t think church or 

God is against divorce and wants the best for us.  We are human and make inappropriate 

choices and God is aware of that.  Ministers should have ‘leave way’ according to their 

conscience and love to marry the coupe who are divorced.  No problem with divorced 

people being remarried in church.  

36. Ideal is life long, but the reality can be different for some.  No provision in scripture for re-

marriage after divorce.  In such a case do people revert to co-habitation.  Yes, in reality.  We 

think divorcees ought to be able to remarry in church.  

37. Divorce in certain situations is acceptable.  Adultery abuse irretrievable breakdown.  There is 

a need to emphasise commitment.  

38. SCRIPTURE Gen 2v24;  I Corinthians(?)  v39;  REASON:  We believe the word of God;  

TRADITION:  We honour Gods traditions through faith in the word of God.   OUR EXPERIENCE 

Everyone has different life experiences but the group agreed the promises they made at 

marriage were real at the time.  Two in the group were divorced but all 4 agreed God 

intended ‘life-long’ union.  

39. See MWB p369 and specifically Jesus’ teaching on divorce (none) and the exception.  

40. SCRIPTURE Is essential.  Recognising there can be irrevocable breakdowns.  Jesus 

demonstrated compassion.  Remarriage is a separate issue from divorce – no time to 

discuss.  REASON:  Abusive relationships must be enabled to be ended.  Other relationships 

break down for other reasons.  TRADITION:   We disagreed about whether to visit the 
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‘lifelong’ definition.  OUR EXPERIENCE A great aspiration but experience shows it can’t go on 

forever for everyone.  Can make divorcees feel rejected/2nd class Christians.  

41. Church’s response should be supportive, loving.  This can include challenge to work at 

relationship.  SCRIPTURE Old Testament contractual terms.  Jesus focus on love of God and 

relationships v rules.  REASON:  Affects many.  Unlikely to be casual decision.  TRADITION:  

Shame of divorce unhelpful.  OUR EXPERIENCE Marriage vows are a personal commitment.  

Sometimes contract puts relationship at risk.  

42. SCRIPTURE What did Paul say?  REASON:  Lifelong union should be definite aim but 

breakdowns happen – avoid long lists of exceptions to aim – avoidance of ‘sham’ unions.  

TRADITION:  Changed dramatically.  OUR EXPERIENCE Marriages break down.  Not helpful to 

be unforgiving.  Complications of example / children 

43. Private relationship – BMS. Church should not legislate (?) – private expressed publically.  

Variable with individual.  Too much time condemning other people –division never nice.  

Importance of preparation for marriage.  Church should review pastoral obligations for 

people who divorce – should not condemn.  Both cohabitees and divorcees potentially feel 

excluded.  Essential for relevance to them.  

44. Whilst marriage should be a lifelong commitment, the church recognises that not all 

marriages will be.  Should offer supportive pastoral guidance around divorce?  Marriage (and 

remarriage) should be considered on  case-by case basis – not one rule for marriages and 

another for remarriages.  

45. Divorce  Our Experience Why not / we can’t know the whole truth / may be a good Christian 

in every other way.  Pastorally from experience no problems.  

46. SCRIPTURE Jesus did not say that marriage was a lifelong commitment.   TRADITION:   

Expectation that they stay together.  OUR EXPERIENCE Church has a wider responsibility to 

support – in times of hardship that  could lead to divorce.  

47. SCRIPTURE Bible does not provide any definitive answers.  REASON:  We accept people can 

grow apart, and divorce has a role to play.   TRADITION:   Too focused on how it’s always 

been.  OUR EXPERIENCE Lifelong member who was divorced was allowed to marry in the 

church with a minister presiding.  

48. SCRIPTURE Not much on divorce just on it being committing adultery.  REASON: Dictates a 

different approach.  TRADITION:   Originally Act of Parliament (19th C) then by court case.  

Then no fault divorce (1970’s)  

49. We are all agreed that divorce is acceptable in many circumstances.  We are not called to 

judge.  We are called to love God and others.  

 

Individual Submissions   

 

1. I believe that marriage should be defined as a ‘life-long’ union but that the should continue 

to be scope for us to continue to discern God’s intention for our lives and if we have made a 

mistake there should be a mechanism whereby we can be forgiven and move on in the 

direction God tells us to go.  I don’t think that is any different to how I have experience the 
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church in action in my own life.   If we removed that statement,  would we just that people 

could pick up and drop partners as and when they choose?  What would be the mechanism 

for that?  And is that what God would ultimately want for us?  I don’t think so.   (SCRIPTURE  

Matthew 19: 3-6  Moses let you divorce because you were hard-hearted but you really 

shouldn’t divorce.  Malachi 2:16  ‘God hates divorce’   REASON:  There is much hurt when 

people separate, therefore we should avoid that hut if at all possible, especially where 

children are involved.  However, research done by Harvard University tell us that those who 

have a long and happy life are those who have good quality relationships and that bad 

relationships are not good for us; in these circumstances, separation rather than constant 

argument is  a better state for a  long and happy life, When then have to ask whether a long 

and happy life is more important that following God’s wishes.     TRADITION:   The marriage 

ceremony statement that we marry fro richer or poorer, etc. therefore there are no 

circumstances under which we should divorce because the vows cover everything.    In 

Scotland marriage has not always been associated with the Church and it has only a problem 

when the law has become involved, for example in deciding whether someone should 

inherit property or not and  not being able to prove a marriage existed.  Hand fasting was a 

period of betrothal before formal marriage took place and therefore a temporary state.  

OUR EXPERIENCE a personal experience was given of being divorced twice before finding 

happiness in third marriage ending as follow:    ‘ if it were not for the welcoming we received 

in church we would not be enjoying God’s grace as we do now.  My own experience has not 

been that of the scriptural or traditional view which the church takes but has been 

complicated, difficult and painful, but without the church continuing to open its arms to us 

we would not be where we are today. 

 


